
CLICK HERE FOR SAT DATES, DEADLINES, AND REGISTRATION INFORMATION.

Bishop Shanahan is a host site for the October and May SAT.

SAT PREP

We highly recommend students link their College Board accounts with a Khan Academy
account for SAT practice. All students who have taken the PSAT at Bishop Shanahan already
have College Board accounts. If your student does not have a College Board account, they can
create one here. Official SAT Practice with Khan Academy will diagnose your strengths and
weaknesses, provide you with a customized program of study, and provide you with materials to
practice with every day. To link you accounts and start practicing today, please follow these
steps:

{You might also want to embed or link to this video}

Instructions

1. If you don’t already have one, sign up for a free Official SAT Practice

account and link it to your College Board account.

○ Go to khanacademy.org, and click Let’s Go.
○ Create a Khan Academy account, and then link your Khan Academy

and College Board accounts so Khan Academy can access your test
scores. (If you don’t have a College Board account, you’ll be asked to
create one.)

2. Tell Khan Academy when you’re taking the test so you can receive a

personalized study plan. 

From your SAT dashboard, find “Practice Schedule” and click edit to enter or

change the date when you plan to take the SAT.

3. Let Khan Academy diagnose your strengths and weaknesses. 

You can get a diagnosis in these ways:

○ If you previously took one of the PSAT-related assessments or the SAT
and connected your College Board account to your Khan Academy
account, Khan Academy can use those scores as the basis of a
personalized study plan.

https://satsuite.collegeboard.org/sat/registration/dates-deadlines
https://account.collegeboard.org/login/login
https://youtu.be/D3vHhXMQPmE
https://www.khanacademy.org/sat?utm_source=cbcta-satprep&utm_medium=cb418-cb&utm_campaign=practice
https://www.khanacademy.org/mission/sat?utm_source=cbcta-satprep&utm_medium=cb418-cb&utm_campaign=practice


○ You can also take a full-length practice test on Khan Academy or a
series of shorter diagnostic quizzes to get the same analysis and
study plan.

4. Follow the personalized study recommendations.

Your SAT dashboard on Khan Academy will give you recommendations on

exactly what to do every day (including how many minutes to spend). The

dashboard will also provide practice questions based on what you need to

study most and what’s most likely to appear on the test. 

5. Take a full-length practice test. 

You can access eight full-length practice tests from your Khan Academy

dashboard so you have many chances to practice. Plan to take at least one

full-length practice test.

Our research has demonstrated that taking a full-length practice test is one of

the best ways you can prepare. It will also help Khan Academy pinpoint the

areas you should work on so you can make the most of your time. 

6. LINK

7. Full-Length Practice Tests on Khan Academy

8. Log in to access eight full-length practice tests to prepare for the SAT.

○ Go to Khan Academy

9. Level up your skills. 

Your dashboard will keep track of your skill levels as you progress and give you

practice sets to help you level up your skills most effectively. 

In addition to practicing with Khan Academy, all 11th grade
students do extensive SAT prep across the curriculum using the
Princeton Review SAT Prep Premium Review book.

https://www.khanacademy.org/mission/sat/exams
https://www.khanacademy.org/mission/sat/exams
https://www.khanacademy.org/mission/sat/exams
https://www.khanacademy.org/mission/sat/exams
https://www.amazon.com/Princeton-Review-Premium-Prep-2023/dp/0593450582/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=

